Ashore with Azure (AwA)
AwA framework and starterpacks make fast and reliable migration to Azure
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How to become the Data
Driven organizations
Businesses tackle tough and complex challenges on a daily
basis. Moving to the cloud is becoming more common to
save costs, become more sustainable, quickly adapt to
changing business needs and increase security. A cloud
infrastructure helps you scale immediately and work more
efficiently than ever. AwA is the reliable way to reach this.

CHALLENGES

IDEAL SOLUTION

DESIRED OUTCOMES

With many organisations devoting
more and more resources to their
data strategy, this isn’t due to a lack
of trying, however the sheer scale,
complexity and number of
employees at large organisations
can often disrupt successful
strategy implementation.

To increase analytics adoption, it’s
critical to ensure that data and
analytics are available in a format
that is tangible and
understandable to employees, and
can directly correlate with
processes they run and decisions
they make.

Whoever you are, a modern data
strategy will enable you to identify
the business opportunities created
by the next normal, the priority
data and analytics assets that you
will want to put in place, and the
data operating model and
roadmap that will unlock them.

AwA – "Ashore with Azure"
AwA - "Ashore with Azure" aims to step by step help
customers begin their journey of change into one more
modern, flexible and future-proof analytics and data
platform in the Azure cloud.

[AZURE INTEGRATION,
WHY?

AZURE DATA PLATFORM,
WHY?

POWER BI,
WHY?

With Azure integration services, you
can connect applications within your
business to accelerate time to
market and enhance productivity.

[For greater productivity, agility and
security, enterprises are building
data platform on Microsoft Azure
using advanced Microsoft tools and
services.

You’ll be able to get insights quickly
with an uncomplicated setup, no
required training, and included
dashboards for services

Business Vision Consulting – AwA
& Ashore with Azure
AwA - "Ashore with Azure" aims to step by step help customers begin their journey of change
into one more modern, flexible and future-proof analytics and data platform in the Azure
cloud.

AwA Cloud BI & Start the
journey with Power BI

AwA Cloud DW & Migrate
your DW to Azure

AwA Integration & intelligent
integrationplatform with
Azure

Using Power BI top build the new analysis model and related
report packages. Business Vision then complete the work by
setting up data flows to the model with Azure Data Factory,
Logic apps, and Azure DB.

AWA Cloud DW is a completed process where a
general reference architecture is developed for the
entire solution. A selected dataset is then selected
for migration to Azure

AWA Integration Platform gives a general reference
architecture for the integration platform is taken for
the whole solution. A selected integration is the first
to the customer's integration platform in Azure.

Customer success: Aritco & an
future proof data platform
"At Business Vision, we found a supplier who genuinely wanted to
understand our business. They were responsive to our needs but
also came up with suggestions for improvements. Both the
project, the solution, the collaboration and management have
worked super well"
- Johanna Olsson, Technical Project Manager at Aritco
MIGRATED OUTDATED QLIK SOLUTION TO POWER BI
With Power BI the customer will have an marketleading BI tool that always is updated with it’s
latest technology. Gains when buying BI as an SaaS-services.

MOVED FROM QLIK SWAMP TO MODELLED DW IN AZURE
Separate analytical layer, data layer and integration layer has resulted in future of better Data
Governance.

MOBILITY
Aritco selling organisation works globally and with this solution the sellers can reach it’’s needed
data anywhere and anytime

For more information about
Business Vision Consulting and
AwA (Ashore with Azure)
Call for more information: +46 733 689 981

Ask a question via email: sales@businessvision.se
Learn more: www.businessvision.se
Link to your Microsoft Commercial Marketplace offer

